Flip the Strap to
Switch Shoulders
The strap system is reversible so you can carry it on either shoulder.

Fieldpiece HVACR
Service Tool Bag
Congratulations. You’ve purchased a tool bag designed specifically for HVACR professionals. The single
strap system is easy to get on and off, while the padded side pockets protect your test instruments and
provide easy access.

1. Flip Top Buckle

The interior tool rack houses hand tools for easy access and quick visibility so missing tools don’t get
left behind. Special accessories include a magnetic tray, water bottle/ wasp spray strap, electrical tape
strap, small plastic tray storage in bottom, and drill holster. All in a compact bag that fits snuggly to the
body to fit in tight places like crawl spaces and ladder cages.

Unbuckle the top buckle of
the shoulder strap. Flip it and
snap it back in.

To get the most out of this bag, please take a few moments to see that “there’s a place for everything
and that everything has a place” for the most common HVACR tools used in the field -- everyday.

2. Swap Straps
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Swap the two strap hookups
located at the bottom corners of
the bag.

3. Move the Small
Buckle to the Front
Slide out the small buckle from the
shoulder strap so you can put it onto
the other side. This smaller strap
doesn’t ever need to be unbuckled.
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Right Shoulder Setup
(Default)

BG44

Left Shoulder Setup

Register your bag for warranty today. www.fieldpiece.com/registration

Patent Pending

Load Your Tools
Store your test tools separate from your hand tools. The main compartment contains
the tool rack for drivers and pliers. Pockets behind the rack hold your wrenches. The side
pockets are padded with space for 2 meters on each side.

Single Strap System
Wear It Across Your Chest

This new bag strap is different and easier than a typical two strap backpack.
The single large strap distributes the load across your chest.
Slip your bag onto your shoulder, NOT over your head.

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Tool Rack &
Side Pockets

Magnetic
Tray

Drill
Cinch

Water
Bottle Strap

The tool rack is labeled so you
know where your tools go. The
padded side pockets protect
your Fieldpiece Instruments.

Hold cabinet screws, nuts,
and washers on the top of
your bag.

Open the cinch strap and
connect to your drill handle.

Adjust the Velcro strap and
cinch your water bottle or
wasp spray.

Loaded Tool Rack
Pockets Behind Rack
Wrenches, ratchet sets

Side Panel Top
Tape measure

Rear Rack Row
Nut drivers, large shanks

Small shanks, multi driver

Slip your right arm through the
opening between the shoulder strap
and support strap.

Front Rack

DO NOT place strap over your head.
DO NOT disconnect the small support strap.

Middle Rack Row

Pliers, cutters

Front Pockets
Hex key sets, accessories

Patent Pending

1. RIGHT SHOULDER
2. SNAP
Bring up the big hanging buckle to
snap it into the main should strap.

See back for directions on switching to left shoulder.

3. CINCH
Cinch the shoulder strap nice
and tight!

That’s it!

Register your bag for warranty today. www.fieldpiece.com/registration

